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We know how it feels to be overwhelmed.

Chris was overwhelmed, desperate to move her life

We know the confusion, frustration and

forward.

behavioral psychology your own

She had little money and certainly not

enough for a therapist. Mouse in hand, she browsed

distress when unable to make ends meet.

the internet, searching for anything to help.

www.yourvoicematters.com

She

came upon the Personal Change Indicator (PCI) on
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following completion of Dr. Ray's

It is common to be strained by daily stress

online self-assessment tool,

and tension. We can feel alone, fearful and

review your online "This is Me!

pressured beyond our ability to cope.

www.yourvoicematters.com. She was intrigued.

Chris called and our interactions began, starting with
her "This is Me!" report. She could now clearly see

report. You can then contact Dr.

what her real stressors were, but didn't yet know how

Innovative Psychology
online

Ray with your questions and
comments at

We also know how gratifying it is to be in

to best deal with them. Our journey together began.

control of our lives and we want more of that.

She was to soon acquire the skills and power of
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"Focused Action".
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depressurization

possible with the right coping

is

skills and

strategies.

Long story short, Chris addressed her primary
concern for financial problems. This would require
her full concentration and with only minimal
coaching, she did just that,. All this setting the stage

It is about clarifying priorities, making the right

for continued Focused Action as she later addressed
her next most significant concerns. Chris did achieve

choices ~ replacing problems with solutions.

Read on

and see how Chris found her way.

her goals and much faster than she thought possible.

There is more to Chris's story but you get the idea.
Her

honest
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self-

awareness, focused approach to self-care, led to a
happier, more fulfilling life. THIS you can do.
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replace frustration and
distraction with clearly stated
goals and Focused Action

Knowing stress and tension
management skills play a
significant role in our ability
to handle pressure, Dr. Ray

A fulfilling life is more
likely when you
understand how
pressure shapes
your emotions and
behaviors

first authored Tension
Management & Relaxation.
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focus

while
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consideration of the befuddlement
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and conflict that make for
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of
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Zooming in for a close-up, the PCI
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knowledge and the
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what the Personal Change
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change
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confidence and focus.
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